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Is this pub chain set for another
round of success?

www.aimprospector.co.uk

The Phene in Chelsea is
synonymous with football
legend George Best, while The
Nell Gwynne Tavern, according
to fancyapint.com is "one of the
more characterful boozers in
Central London". What is most
notable about the portfolio is
the range of premises. There are
wet-led establishments such as
hipster/craft beer establishment
Temple Brew House,
immediately next door to
another company premises,
Daly's, a traditional wine bar.
Some sites are traditional
neighbourhood pubs while
others, such as The Brighton
Beach Club are clearly visitor
facing. This diversity is City Pub
Group's strength.

The last set of results from
the company showed a 2.6%

increase in like-for-like sales
and a 19% increase in adjusted
profit before tax. Four pubs
were added in this period.
Unfortunately, this strong
performance was followed by a
'slightly belowmarket
expectations' profit warning
issued two weeks into the New
Year, citing the dampening
effect of election uncertainty
and industrial action on South
Western trains. Nevertheless, a
15% increase in EBITDA on the
2018 result is expected.
Readers may be questioning
the merit of pub company
shares in this environment.

Joining AIM in
November 2017 as
a 34 strong pub
chain, City Pub
Group today
operates 47
premises, all based
in Cardiff or the
south of England.

Any readers thinking that
the company name seems
familiar would be correct. City
Pub is led by Clive Watson, the
same Chief Executive that
achieved success with
previously AIM-quoted Capital
Pub Company. That company
joined AIM in 2007 as a
portfolio of 23 free houses. The
estate was expanded, before
agreeing to a takeover from
Greene King in 2011, by which

time Capital Pub Company
comprised 34 sites.

After spending a period of
time with acquiror Greene King,
Mr Watson was clearly itching
to get going again, incorporating
City Pub Group in 2011. The
Group is notable for the
character of its portfolio.
Anyone that knows Cambridge
will know City Pub's The Mill
venue and The Lion and Lobster
premises in Brighton is
particularly striking. In London,
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However, 2019, signalled a
profound change in the UK
hospitality landscape as the
number of pubs increased.

Substantial earnings growth is
forecast this year and next as
the company continues to build
its portfolio. It's not an
unblemished performance
however, the last set of results
confirmed that two sites were
underperforming and are being
marketed for sale.

It appears management is
determined to repeat the
success of Capital Pub. That
company joined AIM in 2007
with a market capitalisation of
£32m. It's 2011 takeover was at
an enterprise value of £90m.
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